NEW 3-SERIES® DMPS MODELS
DM continues to evolve, innovation after innovation. DM 3.0, the latest
generation of DM, includes the DMPS3-200-C and DMPS3-300-C
all-in-one presentation systems. With a powerful built-in 3-Series
Control System®, these all-new network-grade appliances
deliver unprecedented performance and convenience.

Faster processing, no programming
Like all DM 3.0 products, the DMPS3-200-C and DMPS3-300-C make installation
and commissioning easier than ever. How easy? Thanks to its built-in Crestron .AV
Framework™ technology, you can get a complete presentation system up and running
with no custom programming. Simply select your display drivers right from the optional
pre-loaded TSW-752 touch screen, or from an iPad® or computer. Answer a few simple
questions; select your display, sources, icons, and text labels. You’re good to go.
Want to add wireless BYOD presentation capability? Just plug in a Crestron AirMedia™
device (AM-100) to the HDMI® port. The user interface dynamically changes and the
display control is dynamically configured. Additionally, with .AV Framework, DM 3.0
systems are immediately ready to report to Crestron Fusion® enterprise management
software. Right out of the box, you can control any Crestron Connected® projector or
display with support for HDMI® CEC, as well as many popular displays via RS-232.

Name your sources and choose icons and labels

The user interface dynamically changes

The beauty of all-in-one
DMPS provides everything you need to deliver the highest performing HD
presentation experience possible. Integrating the control system, multimedia matrix
switcher, mic mixer, audio DSP, amplifier, and DigitalMedia™ distribution center all
into a single 3-space rackmount package, DMPS delivers substantial signal routing
flexibility and high-performance signal processing without the need for separate
components. DMPS enables you to control many popular displays and projectors—
simply choose from the list on the touch screen. DMPS delivers bit-for-bit, zero
latency HD video switching and display, including HDCP protected content.

Built for the enterprise
DMPS3-200-C and DMPS3-300-C deliver all the advanced features of the category-leading
DMPS series, and then up the ante with a powerful Crestron 3-Series Control System.
IP technology is the heart of the 3-Series Control System, so its networking abilities are second
to none. High-speed Ethernet connectivity enables integration with IP-controllable devices and
allows the DMPS3-200-C and DMPS3-300-C to be part of a larger managed control network.
Designed to reside on enterprise networks, DMPS3-200-C and DMPS3-300-C
provide secure, reliable interconnectivity with IP-enabled touch screens, computers,
mobile devices, video displays, media servers, security systems, lighting, HVAC,
and other equipment—whether on the premises or across the globe.
With Crestron 3-Series you get:
›› More processing power, speed, and memory
›› True enterprise security through Active Directory
›› Support for 802.1x authentication technology—the same data security
protocol used by government and financial institutions
›› Built-in BACnet /IP support—enables seamless integration with existing building management
›› Support for SIMPL# enables C# programmers to easily develop AV applications

Now hear this
DMPS is also designed to meet all your audio distribution needs. In addition to
audio mixing, it provides full breakaway audio routing and surround sound passthrough. Most models include an integrated stereo power amplifier.

Even more 3-Series benefits
Designed for enhanced scalability, 3-Series affords high-speed, real-time multi-tasking to seamlessly
run up to ten programs simultaneously. That means it’s easy to extend the functionality of the built-in
program without having to manage its code. For example, program an occupancy sensor to close
the shades when the room is vacant. Of course the built-in program can be replaced with your own
fully custom solution whenever needed. Last, but not least, DMPS3-200-C and DMPS3-300-C offer
dramatically reduced compile time—what took 5 minutes with 2-Series now takes a mere 20 seconds!

Complete family of all-in-one DMPS solutions
DMPS is engineered to meet the functional and budgetary requirements of any room.

Model

Matrix switching

Built-in control system

Best suited for:

DMPS3-4K-150-C

10X1

3-Series

Huddle rooms and single-display environments

DMPS3-200-C

6X2

3-Series

Dual display applications

DMPS3-300-C

7X4

3-Series

Larger multi-display spaces and divisible rooms

DMPS-300-C-AEC

7X4

2-Series

Video conference rooms

Contact us for more information
crestron.com/DMPS | 855.604.2127
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